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About Master Y. C. Sun 

• Y.C. Sun is a nationally renowned Feng Shui
master and fortune teller who has been featured on 
National Geographic Television, CBS 
MarketWatch, NBC TV Channel 11, CBS TV 
Channel 5, Fox TV Channel 2, San Francisco 
Chronicle, San Jose Mercury, and other media 
outlets. 

• Master Sun inherited his Chinese astrology & I-
Ching skills from his father when he was a child. 

• Contact Master Sun at askmastersun.com. 



Chinese Zodiac 
• The Chinese Zodiac features the basic 12 animal signs.
• The order of the Chinese Zodiac is based on the order of 

the finishers of a race Buddha called: Rat, Ox, Tiger, 
Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Goat, Monkey, Rooster, 
Dog, and Pig.

• Combined the basic 12 animal signs with the Yin-
Yang/Five Elements of Metal, Wood, Water, Fire & 
Earth to form a roster of 60 different Zodiac Animals; 
each will take turn to rule the Chinese New Year at the 
planet Earth in a 60 years cycle.

• For every Chinese New Year, there is a new Zodiac 
Animal King (“Year Ruler”) dominating, and the new 
king’s vision, mission, & characteristics often impact 
everyone in their daily life. 



Water Tiger Characteristic
This year’s Zodiac Animal King is the Water Tiger 
which is a Northern Tiger or Siberia Tiger, a cold-faced 
but warm-hearted, clever, calculated, and sociable tiger 
with a strong sense of justice.  
• Tiger is a symbol of strength, explosive energy, mobility, 

invasion, attack, daring, aggression, dignity, and expelling evil 
spirits.  

• Water Tiger, orange with black stripes, is clever, careful, 
cunning, tactful, analytics, calm, sociable, charming, generous, 
and ambition. 

• Water Tiger can be drifting, transitory, flip flopping, 
impulsive, short-tempered, and greedy as well as lacking of 
endurance. 

• Tiger people often show their contempt for the things with 
which they disagree.

.



Year of the Water Tiger (4720 in the 
Chinese zodiac calendar)

Hours ruled by Tiger :  3 a.m. to 5 a.m.
Location of Tiger :  Northeast North
Month of Tiger :  February
Zodiac Energy :  Water, Wood, Fire, & Earth 
Colors :  Black, Silver, Gray, Blue,

Red, Orange, Yellow 
Gender :  Male
Duration                               :  2/4/2022 thru  2/3/2023
Previous yrs of Water Tiger :  1962, 1902, 1842, 1782
Years of Tiger :  1926, 1938, 1950, 1962,

1974, 1986, 1998, 2010 



Year of the Water Tiger – Looking back to move forward
• For a chaotic past two years, we have the Metal Rat and Metal Ox as the 

kings ruling the years. Both are militant Zodiac animals, which are combative 
and aggressive in support of an economic, political, or social cause.

• In 2020, year of the Metal Rat, we had COVID-19 pandemic, combative 
behaviors, and violent crime.

• In 2021, year of the Metal Ox, we had the COVID-19 vaccines, COVID-19 
variants, combative behaviors, violent crime, supply-chain chaos, and 
employee’s mental health issues. 

• In 2022, here comes the Water Tiger giving us good luck to accelerate the 
recovery & leap forward for better living and work.

• The Yang Water element, holly water, is a sign of freedom to movement, 
wisdom to make good judgment- logic/data over emotions, cool heads prevail, 
nutrients to new growth, and the waves for sea changes.

• The Tiger is a sign of traveling, making changes, explosive energy, upward 
mobility, as well as a sense of justice to expel evil spirits. 

• The Water Tiger provides water (chemistry) & wood (plants) to support new 
drug discovery for several miracle pills to treat COVID-19 viruses. 

• In 2022, the COVID-19 pandemic becomes epidemic. The world will live with this 
new seasonal respiratory diseases just like the flu. 

• We will see a healthier community and a growing re-opening economy, as well as 
people are busy traveling and having fun; some even take space traveling too.



Year of the Water Tiger– Key Takeaways (I)
• Tiger is a Travel sign in I-Ching. We will see a lot of relocations, air travel, cruises, 

traffic jam, and even low-orbit space travel beneficial to hotels, restaurant, 
entertainment, tourism, and transportation business. More Californians are relocating 
to other states.

• A new era of space competition between United States & China; whoever wins the space 
race remaining or becoming the next Superpower. The last Space Race is between 
Soviet Union & United States from 1957 thru 1975.

• As the Water Tiger is a sign for new drug discovery thru chemistry and plants, we 
should have several Western and Chinese miracle pills to treat the COVID-19 virus 
effectively. By June 23, 2022, the COVID-19 virus variants become much less deadly 
and cause just like ordinary seasonal flu. 

• The Water Tiger is a rainmaker in 2022 with deluge of rain to replenish rivers and 
reservoirs. The deadly storms bring flooding and properties destruction. Perhaps 
drought in the Western United States (including Bay Area) is over.

• Tiger is a sign of invasion & attack. Southwest and Middle-east countries are being 
targeted for military action.

• China may have an upper hand in military confrontation with India on border dispute.
• President Biden successfully negotiates a peaceful outcome from the crisis of Russia’s 

Invasion of Ukraine. This is an example of history repeats itself in 60 years cycle: In 
1962, we had Cuban Missile Crisis, a confrontation between the United States and 
the Soviet Union (16 October – 20 November 1962).

• Tiger contains strong fire energies, so we will have incidents of shootings, missile firings, 
bomb blast, wild fires, fires caused by liquids/gases, volcano eruption, and nuclear testing.



Year of the Water Tiger– Key Takeaways (II)

• U.S. economy will continue to grow due to strong consumer demand and 
capital spending. The economy will likely grow by 4% level.

• Fed would raise interest rates by June and November.
• The U.S. stock market is still volatile like the ocean wave and continuing to hit 

new highs, but we should brace for a tough year. There is a strong possibility 
of a bigger market sell-off in 2022 as 60 years ago we had the Flash Crash of 
1962. Yes, it was a stock market massive decline from December 1961 to June 
1962 after a huge run-up in 1961. During this period, the S&P 500 declined 
22.5%. We should not ignore warnings of bubbles past. Raising cash, owning 
dividend stocks, and an effective hedging risk management will be critical in 
2022.

• For the post-COVID economic recovery, favorable stock picks include 
Financials, Oil & Gas, and Cyclical industries (Airline, Auto, Auto 
components, Construction, Steel, Semiconductor, Hotels, Restaurants, 
Leisure, Textile, Apparel, and Luxury goods).

• More Merger & Acquisition deals in 2022 additional to company share 
buyback activities. The forceful tiger will ignore friendships, synergy, and 
cooperation to launch attack or hostile takeover of business when friendly 
deals were falling apart. The merger & acquisition (M&A) wave of businesses 
will go wild with increasing frequency than last few years.  



Year of the Water Tiger– Key Takeaways (III)

• Gold prices are rising due to the ongoing global inflationary pressure, 
increased industrial demand for gold & silver as well as investment demand 
for bullion. It appears that the Gold prices will upsurge and reach the peak 
from August 5 thru September 21.

• The landscape for the real estate market is being changed: the high inflation is 
already here and rising, interest rates are being raised, baby boomers are 
cashing in and down-sizing, and the flexibility with remote working is 
increased. Hence home prices will continue to rise across the region, but at a 
slower pace. So 2022 should be a better market for many buyers.

• Millennials turning 29, particular for high earnings (“Henry”) in Hi-tech, 
Health Care, & Financial/MBA sectors, will buy their first-time homes and 
the oldest Millennials are increasingly trading up.  

• Except for Southwest & Heartland cities, the real estate market should 
remain steady with good price growth; particularly in San Jose-Sunnyvale, 
Fremont, Milpitas, Sacramento-Roseville-Arden-Arcade, Reno, Napa, Boise, 
Salt Lake City, Seattle, Orange County, Oxnard, Riverside, San Diego, 
Phoenix, Austin, Miami, Tampa Bay, Atlanta, Charlotte, Boston, Washington, 
DC, etc.



US Stock Market 1957-1961
• The Flash Crash of 1962, 

is the stock market 
massive decline from 
December 1961 to June 
1962 after a big run-up 
in 1961. During this 
period, the S&P 500
declined 22.5%.  

• 1961 is the previous year 
of the Metal Ox and 
1962 is the previous year 
of Water Tiger.

• Water cools and 
smothers the Fire which 
supports the growth of 
some portions of Hi-tech 
industries such as 
Information Technology. 



Water Tiger Effect
In-Demand Jobs 
• Health Care, Nurse, Nurse Practitioner, Physician, Physical 

Therapist, Medical Technologist, Animal Care Workers, Farmers, 
Logistics Analyst

• Financial Advisor, Statistician, Accountant, Truck Drivers, Civil 
Engineer, Construction Workers, Lawyer, Fitness Trainers

• Barbers, Hairdressers & Cosmetologists, Manicurists & 
Pedicurists 

• AI Workforce, Cloud Architect, Software Engineer, Cybersecurity 
Specialist, Data Scientist, Blockchain Engineer

Health Issues
Kidney, Diabetes, Heart Disease, Stroke, Stomach, Arthritis, Waist, 
Leg Problem, Enteropathy, Aneurysm, Eye, Respiratory Disease, 
Cerebral Neuralgia, Urethra, Bladder, Uterus and Reproductive. 



Water Tiger Effect – Disaster Events 
• Deadly Missile strikes, Bomb explosion, Shootings, Nuclear testing, 

Windstorm of all sorts (Hurricane, Typhoon, Tornado), Flooding,
Earthquake & Tsunami, Air disaster, Traffic accidents, and 
Volcano eruption.

• Deadly snow storm batters the Mid-Atlantic states and New 
England in March.

• Deadly Pacific Northwest windstorms striking Pacific Northwest, 
Northern California (Bay Area), and Southwest Canada resulting 
from heavy rains and mudslides from August thru October.

• Winter Snow storm buries Northeastern States including Maine in 
December.

• Be careful in the period from August 7 thru September 6, it is a bad 
& disaster-ridden time as the karma between the month of Earth 
Monkey and the year of Water Tiger is in big conflict. 

• Conflicts in Iran, the Middle East and some small African countries 
rich in oil resources may spark some regional and global crises.



Impact of Water Tiger on 12 Chinese Zodiac 
Animals (Signs) – Key Takeaway 

• A word of caution: The yearly Chinese 
Zodiac horoscope is based upon the year 
to year interaction among the 12 zodiac 
signs. The general predictions should be 
viewed with a discriminating eye and an 
open mind. A more accurate prediction 
can be achieved by the detail analysis of 
the combine energy from people 
birthdate, birth time, and birth place. 



What Chinese zodiac animal are you?

• Rat 1948          1960           1972              1984           1996               2008
• Ox 1949          1961           1973              1985           1997               2009 
• Tiger 1950          1962           1974              1986           1998               2010
• Rabbit 1951          1963           1975              1987 1999               2011
• Dragon 1952          1964           1976              1988 2000               2012
• Snake 1953          1965           1977              1989 2001               2013
• Horse 1954          1966           1978              1990 2002               2014
• Goat 1955          1967           1979              1991 2003               2015
• Monkey 1956          1968           1980              1992 2004               2016
• Rooster 1957          1969           1981              1993 2005               2017
• Dog 1958          1970           1982              1994 2006               2018
• Pig 1959          1971           1983              1995 2007               2019



Lucky Chinese Zodiac Signs in 2022

• Happy TLC/Romance events such as 
dating, engagement, getting married, 
getting pregnant, or having a baby, etc.
#1 Ox, #2 Goat, #3 Horse, #4 Pig,
#5 Dog, #6 Rooster

• Connect well with people, form 
partnership, receive new contract, or  
progress in career, etc. 
#1 Rooster, #2 Pig, #3 Horse, #4 Dog,
#5 Goat, #6 Ox 



Tiger interactions with other zodiac animals (I)

• Pig, Horse, and Dog, each works well with the Tiger to 
achieve happiness and success in love & business. Horse  
overcomes people struggle but incurs spending. Dog should 
maintain good health and avoid confrontation. 

• Monkey and Tiger are rivalry. Monkey constantly runs into 
conflict with the Tiger and can not tolerate with Tiger’s 
behaviors. For mature monkeys, they should maintain good 
health and avoid sudden accident. For younger monkeys, this 
is the year of making changes in all aspects. Wear necklace of 
statue of dragon or rat to smooth the transition of the rapid 
change.   

• Tiger is competing with Tiger on all fronts with animosity as 
the mountain just can’t accommodate two tigers. Tiger 
people should maintain good health and avoid confrontation. 
Wear necklace of statue of pig, horse, or dog to divert the ill 
attention of the water tiger. 



Tiger interactions with other zodiac animals (II)

• Rat, who entertains a moderate relationship with tiger, is 
making change, traveling, and working hard in the year of 
tiger to better its career and status, but incurs spending.

• Ox will make a good progress on career matter and have a 
romantic event in the year of tiger. Ox needs to maintain 
good health. Wear Rooster necklace to avoid the evil of 
sickness. 

• Rabbit should avoid a bad romance in the year of the tiger. 
Even though Rabbit expands its skills and raises its social 
status, it often disturbs over strong competition. Look for 
helps from people of Pig and Goat.

• The Tiger disturbs the Dragon’s focus on making changes, 
travel and study with worries about an elder’s health issue. 
Senior Dragon must focus on staying healthy. 



Tiger interactions with other zodiac animals (III)

• Even though Snake and Tiger often spar with sharp tongue 
and struggle with each other, Snake’s wisdom and charm 
gains support to win the battle.

• Goat focuses on job achievement and enjoys happiness at 
heart but incurs spending, or may take a loss in 
partnership or investment. 

• Rooster is energetic, creative, competitive, and productive. 
Hence it overcomes obstacle to achieve its goal and becomes 
successful in love and career. 



Chinese Zodiac Animals facing challenges in 2022 (I)

• Monkey disputes & conflicts with Tiger, Year 
Ruler.
A lot of changes: Living / Working environment
changes, Often travel; Dispute/Argument; Big
spending; Health issues; Car Accident; etc. 

• Monkey born in 1992, 1980, 1968, 1956, 1944
• Solution: Keep a low profile; Pray to God; wear 

Horse or Pig necklaces; Adopt a dog; Blood 
Donation; Be happy on making changes; Place a 
blue flower plant at the Northeast East place at 
home and work; etc. 



Chinese Zodiac Animals facing challenges in 2022 (II)

• Tiger disputes & competes against Tiger, Year 
Ruler.
Tiger is competing with Tiger with strong hostility
as the mountain just can’t accommodate two tigers. 

• Issue: Health, Accidental, Relationship
• Tiger born in 1998, 1986, 1974, 1962, 1950, 1938
• Solution: Pray to God; Practice religious faith; 

Wear Horse or Pig necklace; Adopt a dog; 
Cupping; Blood Donation; Charity Donation; 
Spend some money; Place a Horse or Pig statue at 
the Northeast East place at home and work; etc.



Water Tiger - Celebrities
• March 3          – Jackie Joyner-Kersee, Track & Field Star Athlete
• March 3          – Herschel Walker, American football player
• March 26        – John Stockton, Basketball player
• March 30        – MC Hammer, Rapper
• July 3              – Tom Cruise, Actor and film producer[7]

• September 6   – Chris Christie, 55th Governor of New Jersey
• November 11  – Demi Moore, Actress, film producer, film director
• November 19  – Jodie Foster, Actress, film director and producer
• December 21  – Steven Mnuchin, US Secretary of the Treasury

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1962_in_the_United_States#cite_note-7


Feng Shui (Wind Water)

A Chinese art of geomancy uses the laws of 
both Heaven and Earth to improve people life 
by receiving positive “Chi” based upon 
placement of objects in relation to the flow of 
“Chi”.

 “Chi” (“natural energy”): Can’t see it, May feel it
 “Chi” is a combine energy from the 5 Chinese

elements of Metal, Wood, Water, Fire, & Earth
with natural polar opposites in Yin & Yang

 “Chi” rides the wind and scatters, but is retained
when encountering water



Feng Shui Diagram in 2022
Flying Stars are visiting the following locations: 

South

4- Scholar 9- Happiness
/ Celebration

2- Sickness

3- Argument 5- Disaster 7- Decline / 
Robbery

8- Money / 
Fame

1- TLC 6- Change

North

East West



Feng Shui Effect in 2022
• According the “Nine Spots of Flying Stars” theory, good locations 

this year are Northeast, South, Southeast, Northwest, and North,
while bad locations are Middle (Center), Southwest, West, and 
East.   

• The directionals can apply to one’s home or office, a city, a state, a 
country, or the world of the Planet Earth.  

• #5 Disaster Star resides at the Middle (Center) location. 
Middle location will experience bad accidents, disasters, war, or
misfortune.  A metal wind chime placed at this directional can
breakup with bad energy.

• #2- Sickness Star resides at the Southwest location. 
The Southwest location will experience health challenge. 
A metal wind chime placed at this directional can ward off 
the evil spirits.



Flying Star Feng Shui
#1- TLC (Tender, Loving, Care)
The North location will promote romantic,
public relationship, or family value in TLC. 

#3- Argument
The East location will experience scandals,
conflicts, or relationship issue over religion,
love, power, & money.

#4- Scholar 
The Southeast location will provide the best
Energy for people in writing, study, re-tool,
certification, research, & product development. 



Flying Star Feng Shui
#6 - Change
The Northwest location promotes travel,
relocation, commute, engineering, sport,
military action, re-org or agent of changes.
Needs more progressive changes or
transformation in order to be successful!

#7- Decline 
The West location will experience
a decrease in energy, loss of progress,
loss of money, getting robbed, being
trapped, & decline in leadership.



Flying Star Feng Shui
#8- Money/Fame 
The Northeast location will receive excellent
energy for people to gain a lot of money, get
promotion, buy property, get lucky in romance,
and become a game winner.

#9- Happiness 
The Happy star visits the South location
providing joyful moment in engagement, 
marriage, pregnancy, having a Tiger baby, and
Getting promotion.



Tips on Location and Facing Direction:-
• Center/Middle: Use copper bell, wind chime with 6 bars, 

or 6 copper coins
• Southwest :       Use Metal décor, copper bell, metal

gong, or Peace Lily
• West: Use glass of water or Blue color décor
• East:     Use Red Color décor
• Northeast:          Use Fiddle Leaf Fig Plant 
• South:       Use Fiddle Leaf Fig Plant 
• Southeast: Use Water bamboo
• North: Use Fiddle Leaf Fig Plant in Red or
• Burgundy Planter Pot
• Northwest: Use Peace Lily with white flower

Feng Shui Solution



Q & A
• Yeah, Time for getting in shape, eating healthier 

food, planning a traveling trip, spending less time 
on social media/games, Putting smartphones 
aside when bonding & interacting with others, 
learning a new skill, be calm, be kind, be 
proactive, wearing mask, avoid risky investment, 
and always working hard for a better living.  

Thank You! 

Contact Master Sun at askmastersun.com
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